Our 7C focus for this term will be COMMUNICATION and COMMITMENT.
Inspiring... Confidence ● Curiosity ● Creativity ● Consideration ● Commitment ● Communication ● Craftsmanship

PE:
Children will need to have their PE kits in school every
Monday and Wednesday, when we will be covering cross
country (intra—festival in April), Outside Activity Area and
Tag Rugby. Please equip children with dark colour tracksuit

Art & DT
We will be looking at different printing
techniques by different artists such as The
Great Wave Off Kanagawa by Hokusai and
local artist, Rob Barnes.

bottoms and top as indicated under school uniform on the

Year 4
Spring Term

times tables and using the
TTRockstar website.

within their writing. Children will also be learning

story of James and the Giant Peach by Roald
Dahl and develop comprehension skills through 3
different types of

questions: Looking ques-

tions—retrieving answers from the text; Clue
questions—using inference and deduction; and

about and beyond the text. We will also be

Children will have weekly CLICs, SAFE and
at home through learning their

grammatical terms and how to use these skills

Thinking questions—explaining their own thinking

space (SAFE) using the Big Maths framework.
Learn It challenges. Please support your child

will continue to develop their knowledge of

We will be continuing to read and explore the

Maths
areas within number (CLIC) and shape and

In our grammar sessions children

weekly spellings.

school website.

In maths we will be continuing to focus on

Literacy

developing our writing skills through 10 minute

French
In French, we are
going to learn about time and our
daily routine.

speed write tasks.

Topic—Romans
In History we will be
answering a series of
questions such as How did

Science

the Roman Empire begin?

In science children will be carrying out a range

Music

of scientific enquiries through exploring states

In Music, we’ll be doing some

help the Roman Empire to

group composing using the

expand? Who was Boudica?

of matter. Within this topic they will be
developing their ability to make
predictions, record and evaluate.

water cycle as a stimulus.

How did the Roman army

What did the
Romans do for us?

RE
In RE,

we’ll be continuing the
study of inspirational
people from different
faith groups focusing
this term on Hinduism.

